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Abstract
Background: Noninvasive markers of liver �brosis have gained central importance in the assessment of
patients with liver diseases. Among patients with Hepatitis B and HIV coinfection, the role of these
noninvasive serum markers has not been well studied in the Ethiopian setup. 

Methodology: A hospital-based cross-sectional study was conducted at Tikur Anbessa Hospital ART
clinic. Patients with HIV and HBV coinfection were recruited from the clinic, and a second comparison
group with HBV mono-infection was recruited from the liver clinic. All patients were on tenofovir-based
treatment of hepatitis B. Baseline demographic and laboratory values comparison between the two
groups were conducted. For APRI, a cutoff of 0.5 and 1.5 was used to assess �brosis; and for FIB4,
cutoffs of 1.45 and 3.25 were used as the lower and higher cutoff, respectively.  

Result: A total of 74 patients were included, of which 24 patients were with HBV/HIV coinfection and 50
were with HBV mono-infection. The median age of participants was 37, and the majority were from Addis
Ababa. Prevalence of diabetes and alcohol use was comparable in both groups. The median platelet
count among patients with coinfection was 220,000 ( IQR 159000 - 277000), while among the
monoinfected patients, it was 166000 ( 87750-227500). The APRI score among the coinfected patients
was 0.4 ( 0.23 – 0.59) while it was 0.57 (0.4-1.4) ( p= 0.01). The FIB4 was 1.1 ( 0.69 – 2.03 ) among
coinfected patients, while it was 1.7 (1 - 2.9) among monoinfected patients ( p=0.01). Using a lower and
higher APRI and FIB4 cutoffs, both groups had a statistically nonsigni�cant difference. However, the
platelet count using a cutoff of 1500000 was signi�cantly lower among patients with HBV mono-
infection. 

Conclusion; Our data indicate that patients with HIV/HBV coinfection on treatment had comparable
noninvasive liver �brosis marker pro�les compared to patients with HBV mono-infection on therapy. On
the majority of the parameters, there was a trend towards a better pro�le among patients with coinfection,
which might be explained by early initiation of tenofovir therapy as part of HIV treatment.

Introduction
Liver diseases and HIV are among the commonest causes of morbidity and mortality in Ethiopia(1). As
the mode of transmission of viral hepatitis and HIV are similar(2),(3), there is an increased prevalence of
coinfection in some segments of the general population. This also leads to an increased occurrence of
coinfection with Hepatitis B and C. However, due to the robust transmission capacity of the hepatotropic
viruses, especially hepatitis B the prevalence of the condition is much higher than the HIV prevalence(3).
In Ethiopia, since 2005, there is a national ART(4) treatment program which follows guidelines issued by
the Ministry of Health and the WHO. It is well known that drugs used to treat HIV like Tenofovir and
Lamuvidine are also used to treat Hepatitis B(5). In the country, there is a large population of HIV and
HBV coinfected individuals receiving treatment for hepatitis B via the ART program(4). 
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One of the signi�cant issues in the treatment of Hepatitis B is the assessment of the degree of liver injury
and �brosis(6). This is very much important because those patients with advanced liver �brosis are at
increased risk of progression, liver failure, liver cancer and death(7),(8),(9). Because of this, those patients
with advanced �brosis are given priority in the treatment of hepatitis B. 

Classically, assessment of liver �brosis is done by liver biopsy(10), (11). However, liver biopsy is an
invasive procedure and associated with much higher morbidity(12). The risk of major bleeding
associated with the procedure is estimated to be around 1%(13). In addition, there is an inherent risk of
sampling error(14). In the last two decades, there has been a signi�cant decline in the number of liver
biopsies performed because of these(15). The other main reason is the development of new noninvasive
tools of liver �brosis assessment(16). These tests enable practitioners to get information about the state
of liver �brosis of individual patients without needing a needle biopsy. With the additional emergence of
novel treatment options for viral hepatitis, an increased number of patients need evaluation for liver
disease. Tests developed in this regard are broadly divided into two. One is radiologic-based tests like the
Transient Elastography (Fibroscan)(17) and Acoustic Radiation force Elastography (ARFI)(18),(19). The
second is blood-based tests like the AST to Platelet Ratio Index (APRI)(20), (21), Fib-4, Fibrotest(22) and
GPR(23),(24). The blood-based tests have attracted attention, especially in resource-limited setups(25),
(26). As the signi�cant patient risk and high cost of liver biopsy prohibit its applicability, serum-based
tests are being used more often in developing countries(27). 

One group of patients where these tests are not extensively studied and validated is in patients with HIV
coinfection, especially in sub-Saharan Africa. The main reason is that patients with HIV infection have
increased liver �brosis independent of the coinfection, and some of the parameters used in the tests, like
platelet count, could be affected by HIV infection(28). However, the modi�cation of these factors with
antiviral treatment is not well studied. 

According to studies done over the last three decades, the prevalence of chronic HBV infection is
estimated from 7-9 % in Ethiopia (29). Up until 2016, there was no affordable treatment for Hepatitis B in
the country. However, the patients with HIV coinfection were getting the drugs like Lamivudine and
Tenofovir via the ART program. This national ART program has been running for the past 15 years and
was the only way patients could get antivirals(4). In 2016 Tenofovir became available in the market to
treat Hepatitis B mono-infection. 

The role of the noninvasive tools of liver �brosis is paramount in Ethiopia currently as these are the tests
utilized to decide for treatment of Hepatitis B monoinfected patients. In addition, it also indicates the
degree of liver damage and suggests possible interventions to be undertaken. 

Methods
The study was conducted at Tikur Anbessa Specialized Hospital, the largest referral hospital in the
country. Recruitment was made among patients attending regular care at the HIV care clinic and the liver
clinic of the hospital. HIV/HBV coinfected patients were mainly recruited from the ART clinic and provided
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with informed consent. Inclusion criteria were patients who were on TDF based ART regimen. Those
patients not on the stated regimen were excluded from inclusion. In addition, those patients with
additional Hepatitis C infection were excluded.  

For the HBV mono-infected individuals, inclusion was restricted for TDF-based therapy. Patients not yet
started on treatment, those with concomitant Hepatitis C infection, those with hepatocellular carcinoma
were excluded from inclusion. A 1:2 ratio was used as such for each coinfected patient 2 HBV
monoinfected patients were recruited to compare �ndings.  

Laboratory Parameters
Liver enzymes, i.e., Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and Aspartate aminotransferase (AST), were
determined for the biochemical parameters. Platelet count was determined for all patients, and results
were recorded as x106. In addition, Hemoglobin, bilirubin level, creatinine, and serum INR were
documented. For patients with HIV/HBV coinfection, CD4 count was determined and result included.  

Noninvasive indicators of liver �brosis were calculated according to established literature in the �eld. 

APRI = (AST / ULN AST) / (Platelet count x 100)  

 FIB-4 = (Age in years x AST) / (Platelet count ∗ √ALT)  
Cutoffs were determined according to the recent WHO guideline; for APRI, the lower cutoff 0.5 was used
to detect signi�cant �brosis; similarly, for FIB-4 1.45 was used. For advanced �brosis, the higher cutoffs
1.5 and 3.25 were used for APRI and Fib-4, respectively.  

Data entry and statistical analysis 
Data were collected by a trained data collector at the two clinics. Data was entered into Microsoft Excel (
Seattle, Washington). The collected data was then subsequently entered into the Statistical Product
Service Solutions (SPSS) version 23.0 (Chicago, IL) for analysis. Categorical data were presented as
median and interquartile range; Chi-square and Mann Whitney test was used to compare categorical
variables and identify the statistically signi�cant association. A P-value of less than 0.05 was used to
de�ne statistically signi�cant differences.  

Ethics
Ethical clearance was granted from the Addis Ababa University College of Health Sciences (AAU-CHS)
institutional review board (IRB). All patients were provided with a written informed consent form in the
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local language.

Results

Patients and demographics
One hundred �fty patients with HBV mono-infection were assessed at the liver clinic. Of these 50 patients
who were on TDF based antiviral were recruited for the study. Of 1200 patients who were on followup at
the ART clinic; 24 patients ful�lled the criteria for inclusion and were recruited for the study ( Table 1 ).
Among the coinfected patients, 58%
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Table 1
Baseline Characteristics of patients with HBV/HIV coinfection and HBV monoinfection

Characteristic HBV/HIV coinfection ( n=
24)

HBV monoinfection (
n=50)

P
value

Age ( Median, IQR) 37 (35-43) 35 (29 – 47) 0.52

Sex (Male, %) 14 ( 58%) 34 ( 68% ) 0.06

Address      

Addis Ababa 12 (50%) 26 (52%) 0.25

Oromia 5 (21%) 12 (24%) 0.15

Amhara 5 (21%) 4 (8%) 0.04

Others 2 ( 8% ) 8 (16%) 0.06

Diabetes (Yes) 2(8%) 3(6%) 0.12

Alcohol History (Signi�cant) 3(12.5%) 6(12%) 0.53

Laboratory Parameters      

ALT IU/l (Median, IQR) 29 (18-34) 34 (21-40) 0.16

AST IU/l (Median, IQR) 31 (22-43) 37 ( 27-56) 0.14

Hemoglobin g/dl (Median, IQR) 13 (11.9-14.8) 12.5 ( IQR 11.4 – 14) 0.2

Platelet Count 106 (Median, IQR) 220500 (159000 -
277000)

166000 ( 87750-227500) 0.007

INR (Median, IQR) 1 ( 0.8 – 1.3 ) 1.3 (1.0 – 1.6 ) 0.08

Bilirubin, mg/dl (Median, IQR) 0.95 ( 0.77 – 2.2 ) 1 (0.8 – 1.8 ) 0.2

Creatinine mg/dl (Median, IQR) 1 (0.6 – 1.1 ) 1 (0.8-1.2) 0.15

CD4 count (Median, IQR) 191 ( 134 – 370 )    

ART duration, months (Median,
IQR)

72 ( 13 – 165 )    

APRI (Median, IQR) 0.4 ( 0.23 – 0.59) 0.57 (0.4-1.4) 0.014

FIB4 (Median, IQR) 1.1 ( 0.69 – 2.03 ) 1.7 (1 - 2.9) 0.013

were male and the median age of participants was 37 ( IQR 35-41) and majority of the patients came
from Addis Ababa ( 50% ) followed by Oromia and Amhara regions ( 21% each).

In the HBV monoinfected group, the median age of participants was 35 ( IQR 28-41) and 80% were males.
The majority came from Addis Ababa ( 52% ) followed by Oromia ( 24%) and Amhara (8%) regions. The
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number of patients with diabetes and patients with signi�cant alcohol use was comparable in both
groups.

Laboratory and noninvasive test parameters
Among patients with HBV/HIV coinfection, the median AST was 31 ( IQR 22 -43) and median ALT was 29
( IQR 18 - 34). Median platelet count was 220,500 ( IQR 159,000-270,000). The patients had a median
creatinine value of 1 ( IQR 0.6-1.1) and an INR of 1.0 (IQR 0.8 – 1.3 ). The Median CD4 count was 191 (
IQR 134 – 370 ), and patients were on ART for a median of 72 months ( IQR 13 – 165 ).

The median APRI score was 0.4 ( IQR 0.23 – 0.59) and that of FIB4 was 1.1 (IQR 0.69 – 2.03)

Patients with HBV mono-infection had a median AST of 37 (IQR 27 - 56) and ALT of 34 (IQR 21- 40).
Creatinine was 1 (0.8 – 1.2) and the INR was 1.3 (IQR 1.0 -1.6). Median Platelet count was 166,000 ( IQR
87750-227500). The median APRI determined was 0.57 ( 0.4 – 1.4) and FIB4 was 1.78 (IQR 1- 2.9).

Table 2
Comparison of APRI, FIB4 and Platelet counts scores among patients with

HBV/HIV coinfection and HBV monoinfection

  HBV/HIV coinfection HBV monoinfection P Value

APRI low cutoff     0.08

< 0.5 16 (67%) 22 (44%)

≥ 0.5 8 (33%) 28 (56%)

APRI high cutoff     0.12

< 1.5 22 (91.7%) 38 (76%)

≥ 1.5 2 (8.3%) 12 (24%)

FIB4 low cutoff     0.08

< 1.45 15 (62.5%) 20 (40%)

≥ 1.45 9 (37.5%) 30 (60%)

FIB4 high cutoff     0.09

< 3.25 23 ( 95.8%) 40 (80%)

≥ 3.25 1 (4.2% ) 10 (20%)

Platelet count     0.04

< 150,000 5 (21% ) 23 (46%)

≥ 150,000 19 (79%) 27 (54%)
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Cutoff values for Noninvasive markers
Two Cutoffs were used for both noninvasive markers. For APRI score using the lower cutoff of 0.5 to
assess for signi�cant �brosis ; 67% of coinfected patients had a value less than 0.5 ( Table 2 ). Using the
higher cutoff of 1.5; 92% of the coinfected patients fall below the cutoff point. When the same
assessment was applied to the HBV monoinfected participants 44% had a value below 0.5 and 76% had
a value below 1.5. Chi-square test was applied to see for any signi�cant difference between the two
groups and the results were not statistically signi�cant ( P= 0.08 and P = 0.12 )( Figure 1 & 2) .

For FIB4 similar approach was applied to assess signi�cant �brosis using two cutoffs of 1.45 and 3.25.
Using the lower cutoff, 62.5% of the coinfected and 40% of the HBV monoinfected patients had a value
below 1.45. Alternatively using the higher cutoff, 96% of the coinfected and 80% of the monoinfected
patients had a value below 3.25. On chi-square test for assessment of signi�cant difference between the
values among the two groups; the p values were 0.08 and 0.09 for low and high cutoff respectively. (
Figure 3 & 4 )

For platelet count comparison, using the count 150,000 to indicate thrombocytopenia; 21% of the
coinfected and 46% of the monoinfected patients were thrombocytopenic ( p = 0.04). ( Figure 5 )

Discussion
Our study tried to indicate the relationship between noninvasive markers of liver �brosis among patients
with HBV mono-infection versus those with HBV-HIV coinfection. Such assessments were not carried out
previously in the Ethiopian setup and most studies were carried among treatment naïve groups in Africa.

Our study indicated that patients with HIV/HBV coinfection had a better platelet count compared to those
with HBV mono-infection. This is counter to most published literature suggesting that patients with HIV
infection are likely to have a low platelet count and hence likely to have elevated noninvasive
markers(30). However, the thrombocytopenia in these patients was characterized when the results were
compared to the general population and not with a condition known to cause low platelet count, like
Hepatitis B. Furthermore, with an adequate duration of HAART therapy, thrombocytopenia has been
shown to improve compared to ART naïve individuals(31). The lower platelet count in patients with HBV
mono-infection could be attributed to an advanced liver disease even though platelet count is a crude
indicator of advanced liver �brosis. One explanation is that only those with lower platelet count and
evidence of liver �brosis are initiated on antivirals compared to the larger cohort of HBV-infected patients.
This indicates that patients with HBV mono-infection might be at a disadvantage when starting antivirals
as a signi�cant amount of time is elapsed before the decision to initiate antivirals is made; by the time,
patients are already developing more advanced �brosis. However, the design of our current study is not
geared towards such a conclusion, and further studies might be needed with a particular emphasis on the
speci�c point. Among patients with HBV and HIV, previous studies conducted by Iroezindu et al, indicated
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that patients with HIV and HBV coinfection were likely to have a lower platelet count; however, the
included patients were those without ART initiation.(32)

Similarly, Patients untreated for HIV and HBV were likely to have a higher APRI score on previous studies.
Wandeler and colleagues tried to compare the APRI score of patients with HIV/HBV coinfection in Zambia
and Switzerland(33). They showed that those with coinfection had a higher score but this study also
used ART untreated patients as the study population. A Study using conducted among participants from
the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study (MACS) also showed a higher APRI score among coinfected
individuals. However, the MACS study used both HBV and HCV-infected individuals, and the patients were
grouped as Hepatitis Coinfected(34). In addition, the patients with HBV coinfection were not on TDF
therapy, and effect of viral hepatitis treatment was not accounted for. A study conducted in Uganda
showed that those with HIV/HBV coinfection had a 3 fold increased risk of elevated APRI score, and
similarly, the included patients were evaluated before enrollment into the study(35).

A recent South African study by Maponga and colleagues has shown that patients with HIV and HBV
coinfection are at an advantage over patients with HBV mono-infection as evidenced by lower HBV viral
load, lower APRI score, higher platelet count, and more frequent evaluation by elastography(36). This
study included similar patients to our participants and indicated that with adequate antiviral suppression
of HBV, patients with HIV coinfection might actually have a better liver parameter than those with mono-
infection.

The �nding that our patients had a reasonable CD4 count and adequate ART duration might contribute to
a better noninvasive assessment pro�le. Two studies from India indicated that those patients with low
CD4 count and HBV coinfection were more likely to have worse liver parameters when compared with
those with a higher CD4 count(37),(38). Both showed that patients were more likely to have higher liver
enzymes and HBV viral loads if the CD4 count was low. Similarly, a study in China showed those patients
with HBV coinfection were shown to have a lower CD4 count and higher liver enzymes prior to ART
initiation(39).

Access to antiviral treatment is also a signi�cant issue that might make patients with HBV mono-
infection at a disadvantage compared to those with HIV coinfection. Current HIV treatment guidelines
provide treatment access to those with HIV/HBV coinfection, and treatment is provided free of charge in
Africa, whereas those with HBV mono-infection have to develop signi�cant �brosis or elevated liver
enzymes to start antiviral treatment. In addition, patients have to pay for their treatment, and in some
situations, access might be interrupted.

The strength of our study is that it is the �rst study from Ethiopia to characterize differences between
HBV monoinfected and HIV/HBV coinfected patients in terms of noninvasive markers of liver �brosis.
The study included assessments using dual cutoffs to compensate for loss of sensitivity and speci�city
by the use of a single value. We also used both APRI and FIB4 markers and these are the most widely
used clinical methods to measure liver �brosis.
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Our study also has different limitations. We did not include transient elastography measurements as the
device is not widely available in the country, and it is currently expensive to acquire in most facilities. The
inclusion of TE measurement would have helped further strengthen our �ndings; however, the machine is
not available in the continent in most hospitals in Africa and has a limited clinical application. Hepatitis B
viral load and e antigen status is not documented for most patients, and the inclusion of this data would
have helped to re�ect on the association of virologic suppression with liver �brosis in both groups of
patients. However, current guidelines from the WHO forgo a requirement of these tests on decision
making to initiate antiviral therapy in resource-limited facilities if there is evidence for signi�cant �brosis
and cirrhosis based on a noninvasive assessment of liver �brosis.

Our study also relied on already diagnosed patients with HIV/HBV coinfection for inclusion in the study. A
signi�cant number of patients might have had the coinfection and not yet been diagnosed on followup.
Ideally, all patients on followup at the ART clinic should have been tested for the presence of HBV
coinfection; however, due to resource constraints, it was not possible. It is worth noting that the number of
coinfected patients on followup is low compared to the estimated prevalence according to published
African literature.

Conclusion
Our study indicated that the noninvasive �brosis assessment pro�le of on-treatment patients with
HBV/HIV coinfection might be better than those with HBV mono-infection. A likely explanation for this is
the universal initiation of antiviral therapy in HIV coinfected individuals, contributing to a better overall
�brosis parameter in noninvasive parameters.
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Figures

Figure 1

APRI score using a lower cutoff ( 0.5 ) comparison between HBV/HIV and HBV 

Figure 2
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APRI score using a higher cutoff ( 1.5 ) comparison between HBV/HIV and 

Figure 3

FIB4 score using a lower cutoff ( 1.45 ) comparison between HBV/HIV and HBV

Figure 4

FIB4 score using a higher cutoff ( 3.25 ) comparison between HBV/HIV and HBV
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Figure 5

Platelet count comparison between HBV/HIV and HBV


